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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Ryosuke Fukusada

Alysoid by Axolight

The Alysoid Collection was design by Ryosuke Fukusada for
Italian manufacturer, Axolight. It is a collection of a hand crafted
suspension lights, distinguished for the chains, draping from the
light. The name derives from geometry and architecture, where
alysoid, or 'catenary arch', refers to the curve created when a
flexible chain is suspended from its two ends. In fact, this unique
curvature has been used in the past by various designers and
architects, like Antoni Gaudi (Catalan architect) and Kuroemon
Kodama (designer of the Kintai bridge, 1673). Similarly, the
Alysoid suspensions are created by hanging the a chain from two
parts of the light, creating this geometric shape.The more chains
are installed onto the suspension, the more amplified the effect.
The chains themselves are a beautiful component of their own,
with small spheres just like those used in fashion industry, for
purses or jewellery.

The Alysoid becomes a suspension with volume, but with no
visual block to anyone in the room. With a simple grey aluminium
structure and integrated LED source, the result is unique and awe-
inspiring. The lights are available in four different sizes and three
different diameters. You may also choose a chain finish between
a black nickel or natural brass. The suspension can be used on
its own, or if you wish you may install multiple Alysoid lights and
create a unique cluster of lights.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

20W, 3000K, 1800 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Alysoid 34 - Ø 34.5 cm, 54 cm H, max 250 cm
drop
Alysoid 43 - Ø 43 cm, 80 cm H, max 300 cm drop
Alysoid 51 P - Ø 51.5 cm, 100 cm H, max 330
cm drop
Alysoid 51 G - Ø 51.5 cm, 170 cm H, max 400
cm drop
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